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I 

FIGHTING OPERATION UNTHINKABLE 
At the end of May 1945, it is highly doubtful the Soviet Government is 

going to allow democratic processes in the countries they occupy. As 

Prime Minister Churchill feared, it appears the Russians are not going to 

honor the agreements made between Allies concerning the future of 

Central and Southern Europe. To impose the will of the United States, The 

British Empire, and their Allies, the Joint Planning Staff draws up plans for 

Operation Unthinkable, a plan completely dependent on strategic surprise 

and the support of other European powers, including those they liberate. 

Outnumbered 2 to 1 in men and materiel, the Allies will need every 

advantage in the opening 

offensive in a war that many 

thought was over for Europe. D 

Day is set for 1 July 1945…  

The Game Map & Setup 

The game map is divided into territories color-coded based on original 

national ownership. Allied territory is green and Soviet red. Large city 

areas are circular and may comprise more than one zone. Territories have 

a number in each area that indicates their value. There is a timeline chart 

for tracking turns and events, a chart for national morale, a chart for 

tracking the formation of NATO, and a chart for random events. There is 

also a player aid for tracking the cost of units, turn order, strategic 

movements and reinforcements. 

To begin setting up the game, choose a player for each side; one for Soviet 

and one for the Allied Forces. Included with these rules is a setup chart 

for each side. Players now set up their units according to the chart. Use 

white chips under units to represent adding 1 and red for adding 5 to the 

number of units the chip sits under. Funds are tracked on separate sheets 

for each game. Each of these are explained as in chapter II: Game 

Characteristics. 
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Turn Sequence 

In Operation Unthinkable (OU) players take turns moving their forces, 

conducting combat, and reinforcing their positions. One game turn 

consists of the below sequences. Only those items under Combat 

Sequence are sequential, all other events are simultaneous. 

Pre-Combat Sequence 

1) Timeline Event 

2) Random Event (Optional) 

3) Purchase/Repair Units  

4) Initiative 

******************************************************** 

Combat Sequence 

a. Combat Move 

b. Conduct Combat 

c. Non-Combat Move 

d. Strategic Rail and Strategic Sea Movement (SRM/SSM) 

******************************************************** 

End of Turn Sequence 

5) Place Units 

6) Calculate Payment 

Each of these are described in detail in chapter III. 

Victory Conditions 

Victory in OU will be decided by the success of each side. They have 12 months 

to achieve one of the following conditions. If one of these conditions has not 

been satisfied by the end of the 12th month, the war may be continued or 

considered a draw. War can continue another 6 months using these same 

victory conditions. Optionally, war may also end if either side has a national 

morale of -5 at the end of two sequential turns. 

• Allied major objective if they liberate Germany, Poland, Balkan, and Baltic 

States and have lost no new NATO members. 
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• Allied minor objective if they liberate Germany, Poland, and Balkan States. 

• Soviet major objective is to eject Allies from the European continent. 

• Soviet minor objective is to retain Berlin and Eastern Germany, Poland, 

and Baltic, and Balkan States. 

II 

Game Characteristics 
 “If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a 

hundred battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory 

gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, 

you will succumb in every battle.” - Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

This is a strategic and operational level game. Game characteristics account for 

this perspective of combat, therefore, many tactical considerations are not 

considered (e.g. there are no rules for terrain, blitzing, or zones of control). 

Geography and Economics 

"There is nothing more common than to find considerations of supply affecting 

the strategic lines of a campaign and a war." - Carl von Clausewitz 

Country/Territory. The numerical value of the territory is the 

production value. Territory can only be damaged in nuclear attack, for up 

to half its value (rounded down) for the remainder of the war. The only 

stacking restriction is aircraft not on an air base. Territories without an 

air base may hold up to 4 aircraft. 

Terrain. There is no movement or combat consequence for rivers, 

mountains, desert, straights, forest, cities, roads, etc.  

Factories. These produce air, land, and sea (when adjacent to water) units. 

They may not be built. Factories produce units at the limit of the terrain 

value (except London and Moscow). They can be damaged to twice their 

terrain value and cost 1 production for each damage value. They have 

integrated air defense used in Strategic Bombing Roles (SBR). You may 

never produce new units at a captured/occupied factory. 

Air Base. These may be built for 20 production and damaged. The 

maximum damage is valued at 10 production but they lose all capability 
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until fully repaired. Air base adds 1 to all aircraft movement, allows for 6 

aircraft to be stationed in that territory, and allows for 3 aircraft to 

scramble to attacks occurring in adjacent territories. They have integrated 

air defense used in SBR. 

 

Naval Base. These may be built for 20 production and damaged. The 

maximum damage is valued at 10 production but they lose all capability 

until fully repaired. Naval base adds 1 to all movement and repair capital 

ships (battleships and carriers). They have integrated air defense used in 

SBR. 

 

Capitals. Serve no special purpose except when specifically noted. 

 

Sea Zone. Sea Zone 3, 4, 10, 11 are frozen in December, January, and 

February. No passage. 

 

Allied Forces 

Allied Production Value. Combined value of the Allies at the start of the 

game is 141 (including US and Canada) and separate accounting of Allied 

powers is unnecessary. Country ownership is noted by imprinted 

roundels. Allied controlled territory includes Norway, Denmark, Western 

Germany, Munich, Holland, Belgium, Italy, North Africa, Trans-Jordan, 

Syria, Iraq, Greece, England, and Iceland.     

United States. US production value is 40 and off map. Purchased units 

may be placed in London in excess of that terrain’s value.  

United Kingdom. Production value includes Canada (5 and off map) and 

all other tan locations.  

Soviet Forces (USSR) 

Soviet Production Value. Combined value of the USSR at the start of the 

game is 90 and separate accounting of Soviet Republics is unnecessary. 

Country ownership is noted by imprinted roundels. Soviet controlled 

territory includes Baltic States, Balkan States, Yugoslavia, Poland, and 

Eastern Germany with Berlin, Czechoslovakia, and Austria.    
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Neutral Countries 

Entry to North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Finland, Sweden, 

Italy, Spain, Portugal, Norway, Greece, and Turkey may each join NATO 

either in the course of time or under certain circumstance. Attacks on 

these countries cause immediate alliance. 

Countries scheduled to join NATO will do so on the integrated timeline. 

The timeline event immediately adds the value of that country to Allied 

production value and units indicated. Units are placed in the best manner 

decided by the Allied player. 

Countries whose territory were already under Allied control, e.g. Norway, 

do not add their production value, however, they will now be available to 

build at Norwegian factory.  

Events can provide incentive for 

countries to join NATO. Their 

disposition is noted by the “+ #” next 

to their name.  If circumstances occur 

that gives a country a +4 (or greater) 

value, then the game is paused while 

a d6 is rolled. Rolls of 1-4 (or greater 

if indicated by circumstances) cause 

immediate entry, placement of units, 

and appropriate increase in Allied 

production value.  If a roll fails it will be re-rolled on the next Allied turn. 

Events such as the fall or loss of a country are only accounted for at the 

end of a round, when both players have had their turn. 

Warsaw Pact. Poland, Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria all join 

the Warsaw Pact after the formation of NATO. All factories are now open 

for production. Invasion by Allies is considered liberation. 

Complete neutrals. Switzerland, Saudi Arabia, and Ireland may never be 

attacked, crossed or flown over. Iran is neutral but may be invaded. 
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The Units 

Land  

 

• Infantry paired with artillery 1:1 may roll a 3 in the attack. 

• Air defense roll each round of defense, 3 dice for aircraft, 1 die against 

land forces. 

Aircraft  

 

• Aircraft used in combat move and fight but do not return to base 

(RTB) until the non-combat move sequence.  
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• Aircraft that scramble (up to 3) from an airbase or carrier only 

participate in one round of combat with the opponent’s aircraft 

then must RTB. Strategic bombers never scramble. 

• Strategic bombing raids (SBR) are attacks only against facilities; air 

base, naval base, and factory. Aircraft participating in a scrambled 

attack and defense have much lower chances of hitting. Fighters and 

bombers roll 1, advanced fighters role 2 for attack and defense. The 

attacking aircraft that survive can then participate in combat. 

o Air defense rolls. 

o Facilities roll integrated air defense.  

o Surviving strategic bombers then roll 2d6 each.  

Sea 

 

• Battleships and Carriers require two hits to sink. After 1 hit, they 

must be repaired in a naval base. Carriers that are damaged may 

not land aircraft. Aircraft unable to land may move two spaces. The 

absence of friendly landing locations means the aircraft are lost. 

• Carriers may carry two aircraft of any type, but no strategic 

bombers. They also allow aircraft to scramble for enemy air attacks 

in adjacent territory. 

• Battleships and Cruisers may conduct shore bombardment for first 

round only. Defenders can still roll defense, but ships are only hit if 

no land or air units remain. 
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• Transports may carry two units of any type and either drop units 

into a port or conduct amphibious assaults. 

• Amphibious assaults can be withdrawn but any surviving units 

loaded onto ships must stay on the transports until the next turn. 

• Submarines may defend then retreat in any direction if they had 

survived the original attack. Submarines may also elect to pass 

through an opponent’s navy rather than engage. 

III 

Detailed Sequence of Events 
"Gentlemen, the officer who doesn't know his communications and supply as 

well as his tactics is totally useless." - Gen. George S. Patton, USA. 

Pre-Combat Sequence 

1) Timeline Event 

• If required, roll dice for resolution. Some events, if unsuccessful, are rolled 
again the next turn. E.g. Allied Pacific reinforcements roll 1-2 on d6. If 
unsuccessful, roll the following turn 1-3 on d6. 

• Some icons on the timeline, e.g. ENIAC, are just for historical reference. 
• The first event in July 1945 is the level of surprise the Allies achieve.  

o Tactical surprise provides the Allies the initiative for the 1st and 2nd 
turn. All USSR land/air units will roll 1 less attack and defense 
requirement, e.g. Infantry roll 1-3 defense on d12 instead of 1-4 on 
d12. USSR Aircraft may not scramble. Sea units are not surprised. 

o Total surprise provides the Allies the initiative for the first 3 turns, 
USSR air/land units roll 1 less attack and defense on turn 1 and 1 
less attack requirement on turn 2 and 3.  

o USSR aircraft may scramble from turn 2 onwards and lose no 
ability in those dice rolls. Sea units are not surprised. 

• Turn 2, August 1945, the Allies rolls d6 to determine where the first two 
atom bombs will be dropped. 1-3 Japan, 4 USSR, and 5-6 split between 
USSR and Japan. 

o Atomic bombs are a form of SBR. 
o Any surviving strategic bomber can drop an atomic bomb. Roll d6 

to determine the result. Other strategic bombers do not attack. 
o Roll 1-2: 2 land units destroyed, factory (if any) is damaged to twice 

the territory value.  
o Roll 3-4: 2 air units plus air base (if any) is damaged to -10. 
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o Roll 5-6: 2 ships units plus naval base (if any) is damaged to -10. 
o If the territory does not contain the units then move to the next 

lower rolled result, but always destroy 2 units if there are 2. Only 
damage the factory, air, or naval base as indicated by the original 
roll. 

o Reduce the territory value in half, rounded down; e.g. Leningrad 
worth 3; half is 1.5 rounded to 1. Subtract 1 and is worth 2 for 
the remainder of the game. 

o Subtract 1 national morale (optional rule). 
• Record what occurs in upper row of tracking income sheets. 
• USSR Far East and Allied Pacific reinforcements are immediately placed 

when achieved. 
• USSR Far East may be placed in any combination of Moscow, Stalingrad, 

and Leningrad and include: 12 Infantry, 4 Artillery, 4 Tanks, 2 Fighters, 2 
Bombers, 1 Strategic Bomber. 

• Allied Pacific may be placed in in any combination of Cairo, Iraq, 
Normandy, and London and include: 8 Infantry, 2 Artillery, 1 Tank, 2 
Fighters, 2 Bombers, 2 Strategic Bombers, 1 Carrier/1b, 1 Battleship, 1 
Cruiser, 2 Destroyers, 2 Transports. 

2) Random Event (Optional) 

• Either player roll d12 along the time period you are playing. Mark the 

result and take the stated action. 

• Any roll that is repeated can be re-rolled. Repeated rolls that have an 

open event from the previous time period must be played. If that result 

has already occurred then re-roll.  

E.g. player 1 rolls “6” in September 1946. “6” was already rolled that 

period (July to December 1946) and the previous period (January to June 

1946) but not 1945, then play the result of 6 from 1945. Record results 

in tracking income notes. If all “6” have been rolled, then roll again. 

3) Purchase/Repair Units  

• Both sides purchase and set aside purchases. 

• Repair any ships located in a naval base. 

4) Initiative Both side roll 1d6. The player who rolls the highest has the 

initiative. 
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Combat Sequence 

“Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like 

a thunderbolt.” ― Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

*Sequences 4a-d are completed by each side in turn. 

a. Combat Move All attacks must all be preplanned before combat.   

b. Conduct Combat  

• Attack and defend according to unit characteristics. 

• Combat includes SBR. 

• Resolve combat in this order as applicable: 

o Scrambled aircraft for air supremacy, 1 round only. 

o Air defense. 

o Attacker rolls first for each unit, counting up the number of hits. 

The defender decides which units are hit and then rolls for each 

unit, including those chosen as casualties, counting up the 

number of hits. The attacker decides which units are hit, then all 

attacked and defender destroyed units are removed from battle. 

o Attacker decides on continuation. Attacking units may withdraw 

at the end of each round of combat. Defenders never get to 

retreat except for submarines. 

o Submarines may withdraw any direction, including into enemy 

waters. 

o Fighting ends when all units of either side are destroyed or the 

attacker withdraws. 

o Withdrawals may relocate to separate friendly territories, with 

the exception of aircraft, which may continue unused move 

allocation during NCM. 

• Aircraft must remain in the zone they attacked just like ground units, 

but must return to a friendly zone, one not captured on that turn, 

during NCM. 

c. Non-Combat Move (NCM) 

• Only land and sea units not involved in combat may move. Aircraft 

may continue their movement allowance. 

• Units may only move into territories that are under friendly control. 

No movement is allowed that would result in combat.  

• Aircraft must land in any zone that has been under friendly control 

for at least 1 full game turn. 
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d. Strategic Rail and Strategic Sea Movement (SRM/SSM) 

• Each side has SRM/SSM allocation that will not change. 

• Only unmoved units may use SRM/SSM. 

• Each SRM will move 1 land unit of any type, for any distance that is 

contiguously owned by that player. Must end in a location originally 

owned by the player. 

• Each SSM will move 1 land unit of any type, for any distance to a 

Allied naval base that in not blockaded at sea by the USSR. 

• Aircraft must self-deploy during NCM in this game. 

• Strategic allocation table. 

 

Non-Combat Sequence 

5) Place Units Placement may not exceed the territory value, with the exception 

of London and Moscow, regardless of the type of unit. Aircraft may be placed 

directly on a carrier if adjacent to the factory.  

6) Payment Calculate according to all territory exchanges and other events. 

End turn. Update the turn chart and assess for victory or national morale 

(optional). 

IV 

ADVANCED RULES 
“In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity” - Sun Tzu 

Players must agree which optional rules will be played. Rules can be added or 

taken out between game months/turns. 

A. Out of Supply 

• Units that are completely surrounded by land forces and have no 

port outlet are out of supply. Units that have a port but are also fully 

blockaded (all sea zones) are out of supply. 

• Out of supply units roll 1 less attack and defense requirement. 
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B. Random Events See chapter III: Detailed Sequence of Events. 

 
 

C. National Morale (NM) 

• Use a roundel to mark the start location. 

• Add to NM with each additional Ally. NATO formed in October 

1945 and Warsaw Pact November 1945 only counts as one Ally. 

• Add or subtract to NM for each country conquered/lost. A country 

that is conquered includes all territories, not just the capital. 

• Subtract 1 NM for each nuclear strike to that side. 

• Effects are cumulative, so a country at +4 gets both subtracts 1 to all 

dice rolled in the first offensive roll each battle and subtracts 1 to 

the cost of mechanized, artillery, tanks, and fighters. 
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V 

PARTS LIST 

 
 

 

 

Game Pieces Infantry Mechanized Field Artillery Tank Advanced Tank Roundels

Allied 20 10 10 10 8 40

USSR 30 15 15 12 12 30

Fighter Advanced Fighter Bomber Strategic Bomber  

Allied 10 10 10 8

USSR 12 12 12 8  

Submarine Destroyer Cruiser Battleship Carrier Transports  

Allied 6 10 8 6 6 6  

USSR 7 5 5 2 1 3  

Air Defense Factory Air Base Naval Base Nuke Markers White Chips Red Chips

TOTAL 10 27 35 35 8 120 15
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VI 

STATISTICS 
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